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ANGLAIS 

Session du 3 septembre 2012 

Durée totale de l’épreuve : 40 minutes 

 
Rendez obligatoirement le questionnaire et la fiche de réponses. 

Comment remplir la fiche de réponses : 

Remplissez en majuscules d'imprimerie (A, B, C) à l’intérieur des cases  
des champs Nom, Prénom, Date de naissance, N°, sur la fiche de 
réponses selon les données de votre convocation, puis répondez aux 
questions en portant une croix au stylo feutre noir à l'intérieur des cases 
correspondant aux réponses justes. Exemple : si D est la réponse juste 
de la question 4 : 

               Q4     A �      B �     C �       D � 
En dehors de ces indications et coches, la fiche de réponses ne doit 
comporter aucune annotation, tâche, graffiti.  
Pour corriger une case cochée par erreur il suffit de couvrir la case et son 
remplissage par une couche complète de correcteur blanc. Exemple : 
 

Q42   � � � � �   comme ceci         Q42  � � � � �    
 

Vous pouvez cocher une autre case :             Q42  � � � � �   
 

Vous pouvez re-cocher la case effacée ainsi :  Q42  � � � � � 
 

Il ne faut pas essayer de reconstituer la case :  

Notation, barème : 

Chaque question comporte deux ou plusieurs réponses, une seule 
réponse est juste, une seule case doit donc être cochée par question.  
 

Une réponse juste rapporte :      4 points 
Une réponse fausse quelle qu’en soit la composition* coûte : -1 point 
(* sauf toutes les cases cochées, voir ci-dessous) 
Une absence de réponse donne :     0 point 
Toutes les cases cochées à la question donne :    0 point 
(c’est une possibilité d’annuler une réponse à une question) 

La correction est réalisée par lecture scanner vous garantissant l’anonymat de correction. 

I. Grammaire : Complétez les phrases suivantes avec une 
des quatre réponses proposées. 
 

I. Grammaire : Complétez les phrases suivantes avec une 
des quatre réponses proposées. 
 
 

Q 1.   Now that you see it up close, do you prefer … model or the one 
we saw in the previous shop? 

A. this 
B. the 
C. a 
D. another 

Q 2.   It would be lovely to spend one day … the shoes of someone rich 
and famous. 

A. at 
B. amid 
C. in 
D. into 

Q 3.   Sam and Julie’s parents both originate from Spain, which explains 
… olive coloured skin. 

A. they’re 
B. their 
C. there 
D. they 

 

Q 4.   Sometimes more studying is not the ... option available:  getting 
enough sleep is important, too! 

A. gooder 
B. better 
C. goodest 
D. best 

Q 5.   That was the last time that Venus will cross the sun in our lifetime, 
…? 

A. wasn’t it 
B. was it 
C. it wasn’t 
D. it was 

Q 6.  James has now been on standby … last Thursday and is 
becoming extremely anxious. 

A. of 
B. during 
C. since 
D. for 

Q 7.   This kind of apple isn’t quite as sweet … a Red Delicious, but I 
find that it has more flavour. 

A. like 
B. than 
C. as 
D. so 

Q 8.  Sharon asked me when ... to go on vacation. 

A. am I planning 
B. I planned 
C. was I planned 
D. I am to plan 

Q 9.  Oh, you … bothered to run a virus check: my computer 
automatically performs one every day. 

A. weren’t 
B. needn’t have 
C. didn’t have to 
D. shouldn’t  

Q 10. The Buddhist monk claimed not to own anything other … the 
clothing he wore. 

A. of 
B. that 
C. than 
D. except 
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II. Compréhension de texte : Après avoir lu le texte ci-
dessous, sélectionnez la bonne réponse pour chacune des 
questions portant sur ce passage. 
 

The Tour de France is (and always has been) a story with two 

main ingredients: complexity and urgency. Now known 

worldwide, this sporting event began as a publicity stunt to 

sell newspapers inside France. The idea was hatched by Henri 

Desgrange in 1903, to win over readers to his daily sporting 

newspaper, L’Auto. Desgrange’s rival, Pierre Giffard, 

published Le Vélo, which was considerably more successful at 

that time (with 80,000 readers). 

Though Desgrange’s motivations may seem simple, his rivalry 

with Giffard actually stretched back to the Dreyfus Affair and 

had as much to do with politics as with business. Desgrange’s 

launching of the Tour de France was just the latest episode in 

a complex and bitter dispute. It also turned out to be the last 

episode in their rivalry as sporting news publishers. Giffard 

failed to sense the urgency of the situation, and by 1904 Le 

Vélo was no longer in print, for lack of readers. 

Since those early years, The Tour de France has become 

something else, but with the same ingredients. Today, the 

French Tour and others like it (in Italy and Spain), can be 

considered the greatest athletic test in the world. A three-

week bike race, called a "Grand Tour", is much like a Bach 

Concerto. It is dense, complex and impossible for a newcomer 

to understand thoroughly.  

As a result, it is also impossible for a newcomer to the sport 

to win. Even so-called "phenoms" in cycling have been racing 

and preparing for many years before their eventual breakout 

victory. In 2004, Damiano Cunego was only 22 years old 

when he won the Italian equivalent of the Tour de France, the 

Giro d'Italia. But he was no newcomer to racing. He had been 

racing professionally for seven years when he won. 

Many sports, such as basketball, are straightforward enough 

that a player just out of school can perform at the highest 

professional level, provided he has enough talent. You will 

not see that happen in the Tour de France. The unique athletic 

challenge of a Grand Tour requires a specific mix of physical 

and mental preparation, in order to achieve the winning 

combination of athletic and tactical feats day after day. 

The window of time in which a racer can effectively compete 

for victory in the Tour is cruelly short. In the last 50 years, 

only four men over 32 years old have been able to win. Only 

one of the various men who have won the Tour five times 

have been able to win upon reaching their 32nd birthday. The 

ever-so-slightly-older body cannot recuperate from the daily 

blows the Tour delivers to the system.  

For just a brief, beautiful time, when the body is at its glorious 

best and after a lifetime of work, an unusually talented man can 

try for the most wins in cycling. And then it's over. Meanwhile, 

the event continues to be a huge source of publicity for all sorts 

of media and products – sports related or otherwise! 
 

Q 11. The text says the rivalry between H. Desgrange and P. Giffard 
concerned: 

A. rules and ethics in sports 
B. politics and business 
C. taxation and government representation 
D. health and education 

Q 12. The text states that the Tour de France currently: 

A. excludes competitors over 32 
B. has no connection to politics 
C. serves to promote all sorts of products  
D. is less commercial than it once was 

Q 13. Italy and Spain are cited here as countries where: 

A. Grand Tours take place 
B. cycling competitions are easier to win 
C. young athletes excel 
D. sports promotes business 

Q 14. The Grand Tour is said to be like a Bach Concerto because they 
both: 

A. require sponsors 
B. are lengthy 
C. attract crowds 
D. are intricate 

Q 15. The text says that, unlike the Grand Tour, other sports:  

A. call for a broader range of skills and knowledge 
B. are more exciting to watch on television 
C. offer talented new pros the possibility to excel 
D. require vast experience to understand 

Q 16. At what age did D. Cunego start cycling professionally? 

A. fifteen 
B. seventeen 
C. twenty two 
D. twenty nine 

Q 17. Age is restricting for Grand Tour competition because: 

A. the rules allow a fixed number of participations 
B. sponsors don’t support the youngest or oldest cyclists 
C. younger athletes tend to lose focus during the event 
D. victory requires years of training and a young body  

Q 18. The text claims that it’s impossible for someone new to the Tour 
de France to win it because: 

A. the competition’s rules preclude it 
B. it’s complexity requires working up to winning 
C. it takes time to attract sponsors 
D. team dynamics advantage experienced cyclists 

Q 19. From the text, it can be deduced that “phenoms” are: 

A. young athletes who are exceptionally talented  
B. particularly powerful business personalities 
C. cyclists who perform well for an unusually long time 
D. old athletes who are more sophisticated  

Q 20. The text says that the Dreyfus Affair: 

A. is why the Tour de France is so complex 
B. took place the same year as the first Tour de France 
C. changed how business and sports relate 
D. started the conflict between Desgrange and Giffard 
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III. Vocabulaire : Sélectionnez la proposition dont le sens 
est le plus proche du terme souligné. 
 
 

Q 21. Usually, our schedule is sensible, but this time we tried to do too 
much! 

A. susceptible 
B. concentrated 
C. varied 
D. reasonable 

Q 22. My boss’s resignation from her post came completely out of the 
blue. 

A. responsibility 
B. quitting 
C. re-orientation 
D. launching 

Q 23. Given that we go to Spain every summer, it’d really be refreshing 
to go elsewhere, this year. 

A. nowhere else 
B. inland 
C. somewhere else 
D. earlier 

Q 24. We were all disappointed about the trip being cancelled at the last 
minute. 

A. discouraged 
B. thrilled 
C. unaware 
D. critical 

Q 25. Could you please call me to remind me about this meeting, 
tomorrow? 

A. replenish me 
B. make me remember 
C. reprimand me 
D. make me revise 

Q 26. I’ve seen a lot of stupid things in my time, but this is the worst 
blunder I’ve ever heard of! 

A. gaffe 
B. snare 
C. fake 
D. stain 

Q 27. I cried at the wedding, overwhelmed by a great feeling of emotion. 

A. surcharge 
B. reassured  
C. overcome  
D. concealed 

Q 28. Such outbursts will not be tolerated in this firm! 

A. schemes 
B. periods of inactivity 
C. opinions 
D. fits of bad temper 

Q 29. Having lived in several countries, Ben spoke English, French, 
German and Italian fluently. 

A. often 
B. leisurely 
C. smoothly 
D. slyly 

 

Q 30. To see the benefits of this approach you’ve got to try it out for 
yourself. 

A. test it 
B. struggle over it 
C. change it 
D. put up with it 

 
 
 
IV. Conjugaison : Sélectionnez la réponse correcte. 
 
 

Q 31. Last year, John … for me during my absence. 

A. fill in 
B. fills in 
C. filled in  
D. filling in 

 

Q 32. Some time not too long after you get back, ... available to discuss 
the financial aspects of this project? 

A. will you be 
B. you’re being 
C. do you be 
D. are you going to 

 

Q 33. If you … into Philip, would you tell him that I’d like to see him? 

A. ran 
B. run 
C. are running 
D. will run 

Q 34. Are there any points you’d like to add before … the meeting? 

A. to have concluded 
B. to conclude 
C. to be concluding 
D. concluding 

Q 35. Ian ... a beautiful chocolate cake to the party. 

A. brat 
B. brang 
C. brought 
D. brung 

Q 36. By the time you arrive tonight, I ... on my way to the concert. 

A. am 
B. be 
C. am being 
D. will be 

 

Q 37. The school has announced that all this year’s exam results … 
next month. 

A. will be published 
B. are published 
C. will have published 
D. go to be published 

Q 38. For that entire year, you … for a radio station and never had time 
for your own musical career. 

A. are working 
B. were working 
C. have been working 
D. have worked 
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Q 39. The boss informed us that he was planning … yearly staff 
evaluations. 

A. introduced 
B. to introduce 
C. introducing 
D. introduce 

Q 40. In 2010, when we sold our first flat, we … in London for 2 years, 
already. 

A. lived 
B. were living 
C. have lived 
D. had been living 


